IV
/ ASK YOU . . .
when I for the first time attained to the city of my dreams—
and that was not on this journey—the first thing that struck
my imagination very forcibly was Mrs. Tate standing in the
attitude of the statue of the French Republic—or to the
French War Dead—whichever it is that the bus passes in
the yard of the Louvre. . . . The white statue nearest the
statue of Lafayette presented to the French Nation by the
Ladies of the South. . . .
Mrs. Tate had that same air, compounded of the expression
of a Maenad and the attitude of Niobe who, as you remember,
mourned for her children . - . one foot and one arm
.stretched forward, offering me, not a laurel crown but a
small cellophane-enveloped yellow packet. Behind her, in
an attitude of scholarly reserve, was Mr. Allen Tate, looking
at the ground, and melancholy, one knee bent. * * . In
precisely the attitude of British privates awaiting the order,
at a military funeral, to fire a blank volley over the coffin*
And Mrs. Tate thrust that packet into my hand exclaiming
in a voice that combined tremor, sob, and the high note
that characterizes the ladies of the F-F.V. in moments 01
emotion:
"I ask you!"
s
I wish I could manage to tell two anecdotes at once. For if
that one narrates my first and strongest emotion in Memphis
of the Mississippi, my strongest emotion, after my childhood,
in connection with the State itself came to me in France
during the first Battle of the Somme. My battalion was
marching into the line; the goat—not the magnificent white
one with the silver shield between its horns that had been
given to the Regiment by Edward VII—but a little, thin,
Picardy nanny that had adopted the battalion and ran
always in front of us of its own accord—the goat, then, pre-
ceded the scratch band we had got together, jumping now

